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Aims and objectives

Cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) is a valuable tool for the evaluation of patients
with, or at risk for, heart disease and has a growing impact on diagnosis, clinical
management, and decision making [5-7].

The pattern of late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) helps to determine the underlying
etiology of the heart failure [6]. Determining the etiology of a cardiomyopathy is of clinical
importance, as it has implications with regards to the optimal treatment strategy and the
prediction of prognosis.

The presence and extent of LGE may determine prognosis for the patients with
cardiomyopathies and may be used for sudden cardiac death (SCD) risk stratification
[3, 7].

The purpose of our work was to evaluate the contribution of CMR with LGE to
differential diagnosis of enlarged heart. The frequency of changes in the diagnosis after
CMR implementation was estimated.
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Methods and materials

Clinical and CMR data of 72 patients (46,9±15 yrs, m/f=44/28) with a diagnosis of
cardiomyopathy were analysed retrospectively.

Cases with known history of coronary artery disease and hypertrophic cardiomyopathies
were excluded.

CMR images were obtained with 1.5T scanner.

Image analysis included assessment of heart chamber morphology, volumes and
function. Patterns of LGE were analysed.

According to the pattern of heart chamber dilatation and clinical symptoms all the patients
were divided into three groups (Fig. 1 on page 4) :

- syndrome of non-compacted myocardium (NCM, n=30, 45,1 ± 16,7yrs, m/f=18/12);

- syndrome of arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC, n=18, 43±2,5yrs,
m/f=8/10);

- syndrome of dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM, n=24, 48,6±15,5 yrs, m/f=18/6).
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Images for this section:

Fig. 1: CMR helps to clarify the exact type of cardiomyopathy in different groups of
patients with heart chamber dilatation.
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Results

Left ventricular non-compaction cardiomyopathy (NCM) is a rare structural
abnormality of the left ventricular (LV) myocardium of uncertain etiology and with
unknown molecular patho-mechanism.

LVNC is characterized by numerous prominent trabeculations and deep intertrabecular
recesses in hypertrophied and hypokinetic segments of the left ventricle. The clinical
presentation of the disease is highly variable, ranging from asymptomatic one to severe
heart failure and even sudden cardiac death [1].

In our study the patients with supposed diagnosis of NCM had a clinical signs of arterial
hypertension in 10% of cases, arrhythmias and conduction disorders - in 23%, chronic
heart failure - in 20%. Left ventricle ejection fraction was slightly reduced to 45.3±17.8%.

After CMR the presence of non-compact myocardium was confirmed in 42%, DCM with
hypertrabeculation was confirmed in 9% of cases. Intramyocardial fibrosis was observed
in 7% of individuals. Fig. 2 on page 7 illustrates CMR results of the patien, 25-year-
old man, with in-frame deletion in the gene DES.

Arrythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC) is an inherited
cardiomyopathy that leads to ventricular arrhythmias and often causes SCD in the young.
CMR is an important adjunct in making the diagnosis of ARVC, primarily due to its
accuracy in assessing right ventricular dilatation and dysfunction. Diagnostic findings in
this disease include RV dilatation and global or regional dysfunction including focal RV
systolic bulging or aneurysm [4]. LV involvement in ARVC is increasingly recognized
[9]. Quantitative functional RV imaging with strain measures by CMR feature tracking
may objectify regional functional measures and improve upon diagnostic accuracy for
ARVC compared to qualitative analysis of cine images [8]. The hallmark of the diagnosis,
however, remains RV dilatation and dysfunction.

In ARVC group the clinical diagnosis was represented by arrhythmias and conduction
disorders in 42% (without specifying the etiology). Myocarditis and congenital heart
defects were suspected in 6% of patients.
In this group of patients LVEF was not impaired (59.2±9%). The average number of
ventricular extrasystoles day by Holter monitoring data was 11942±13003, number of
supraventricular extrasystoles was 1340±351.

The diagnosis of ARVC was confirmed in 6% of patients, the diagnosis of other CMP was
specified in 9% (hypertrophic, dilated or non-compaction), signs of myocarditis was found
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in 3%. ARVC and myocarditis were excluded in 56%. Fig. 3 on page 8 illustrates
LGE CMR results of 48-year old patient with bi-ventricular ARVC, with familial history of
cardiomyopathy. After the confirmation of ARVC diagnosis the cardioverter defibrillator
has been implanted to the patient with paroxismal venricular tachiarrhythmia and the
history of syncopes.

Dilated cardiomyopathy likely represents an end-stage manifestation of multiple non-
ischemic disorders that can damage the myocardium. The management plan is often
determined by patient symptoms, abnormalities on the electrocardiogram, and LVEF;
however, this is an imperfect approach that does not adequately identify those patients
who are unlikely to respond to medical therapy or at risk for sudden cardiac death.
Recently, there has been growing interest in exploiting the role of myocardial fibrosis,
an integral pathophysiologic component of dilated cardiomyopathy, as a biomarker for
guiding the patient management and determining the prognosis. It is increasingly being
understood that fibrosis can occur in two forms that can be detected by CMR [2]:
irreversible replacement fibrosis which corresponds to the presence of LGE and diffuse
interstitial fibrosis which better corresponds to findings on T1-mapping.

In the investigated cohort DCM was clinically suspected in 53% of the patients; in 27%
of the patients it should be differentiated from myocarditis or other CMP. In 62% of
patients, arrhythmias and conduction disorders were observed. In the group of patients
with syndrome of DCM, LVEF was significantly reduced (29.9±12.7%).

In DCM group the diagnosis was confirmed in 78%, an aetiology was specified in 36%
(21% of the patients had signs of myocarditis, myocardial scar was visualised in 15%).
Fig. 4 on page 9 illustrates LGE CMR results in 19 year-old patient with heart failure
(LVEF - 17%) that proved postinflammatory aetiology of DCM.

In 20% of patients with doubtful diagnosis of NCM and ARVC the results of genetic testing
confirmed CMR.
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Images for this section:

Fig. 1: CMR helps to clarify the exact type of cardiomyopathy in different groups of
patients with heart chamber dilatation.
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Fig. 2: Non-compact layers of LV myocardium are clearly seen (indicated with the white
arrows) at long (a) and short axis (b) views of SSFP. Increased trabeculation of RV
(indicated with asterisk) as well as some hydropericardium (indicated with triangle) are
also seen. LGE CMR in long axis (c) and short axis (d) views demonstrate transmural
areas of LGE of RV wall, LV inferior and LV lateral walls, apical and middle segments
of anterior wall, intramural foci of LGE in the basal segment of the anterior wall (white
arrows).

© Department of Radiology, Moscow State University Hospital/Moscow 2018
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Fig. 3: LGE CMR of the patient with cardiomegaly (due to right chambers enlargent)
and confirmed diagnosis of ARVC. Arrows indicate focci of intramyocardial and
subepicardial contrast enhancement of LV and RV myocardium; asterisks indicate some
hydropericardium.

© Department of Radiology, Moscow State University Hospital/Moscow 2018
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Fig. 4: LGE CMR of 19-year old patient with DCM (viral infection in anamnesis, two
months prior to CMR). Prolonged subepicardial areas of LGE at anterior, anterolateral
and septal walls are marked with arrows. Apical LV thrombus is marked with triangle;
some hydropericardium - with asterisk

© Department of Radiology, Moscow State University Hospital/Moscow 2018
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Conclusion

CMR helps to further clarify the exact type of non-ischemic cardiomyopathy in different
groups of patients with heart chamber dilatation of unknown etiology.

In the case of suspected NCM CMR performs the role of a method that increases
confidence of physicians in the accuracy of the diagnosis.

CMR allows to exclude structural abnormalities for patients with clinically suspected
ARVC.

CMR improves the detection of structural myocardial changes in the group of patients
with DCM.
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